We study the -adic equation = over the field of -adic numbers. We construct an algorithm which gives a solvability criteria in the case of = and present a computer program to compute the criteria for any fixed value of ≤ − 1. Moreover, using this solvability criteria for = 2 3 4 5 6, we classify -adic 6-dimensional filiform Leibniz algebras.
Introduction
For a given prime , the field Q of -adic numbers is a completion of the rational numbers [18] . The field Q can be equipped by a topology derived from a metric, which itself is derived from an alternative valuation on the rational numbers. This metric space is complete in the sense that every Cauchy sequence converges to a point in Q . This is what allows the development of calculus on Q , and the interaction of its analytic and algebraic structure gives the -adic number systems their power and utility.
For long time -adic numbers were mainly considered in pure mathematics. However, with time numerous applications of these numbers to theoretical physics [2, 3, 6, 9, 22] , to quantum mechanics [14, 19] , to -adic-valued physical observables [14] were proposed, see also [15, 27] .
In the study of a variety of algebras the classification of algebras in low dimensions plays a crucial role, since it is helpful to observe some properties of the variety in general. Moreover, some conjectures can be verified in low dimensions. There are a lot of papers dedicated to the classification of various varieties of algebras over the field of complex numbers and fields of positive characteristics. The field we are considering, Q , has zero characteristic. A number of results devoted to -adic algebras can be found in [4, 7, 12, 17, 20] .
In this paper we deal with the low-dimensional Leibniz algebras. Recall that Leibniz algebras present a "noncommutative" (to be more precise, a "nonantisymmetric") analogue of Lie algebras [21] . The Leibniz algebras satisfy the following From the Leibniz identity, we derive the polynomial equalities for the structural constants. Thus, the problem of classification of Leibniz algebras can be reduced to the problem of description of the structure constants up to a (nondegenerate) basis transformation. Recall that the description of finite dimensional complex Lie algebras boils down to the classification of nilpotent Lie algebras, which have been completely classified up to dimension 7. In the case of Leibniz algebras, the problem of classification of complex Leibniz algebras has been solved up to dimension 4.
Note that classifications of 1-and 2-dimensional -adic and complex Leibniz algebras coincide. The descriptions of 3-dimensional solvable -adic Leibniz algebras [17] and 4-dimensional -adic filiform Leibniz algebras [4] show that already in these cases the lists of Leibniz algebras are essentially wider than in the complex case. Moreover, the classification of 5-dimensional -adic filiform Leibniz algebras is known.
As in the real case, in the -adic case there arises an equation which must be solved in the field of -adic numbers, see for example [23, 24, 27] . It should be noted that for the cited results it is sufficient to know the solution of the equations = for = 2 4. However, in order to classify 6-dimensional filiform -adic Leibniz algebras we also need the solutions of the equations for = 3 5 6. In this paper, using the criteria of solvability for some -adic equations and structure methods we extend the classification to 6-dimensional -adic Leibniz algebras and we construct an algorithm running under Maple that provides criteria of solvability of the equation = , ≤ − 1.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains solvability criterion of the equation = . In Section 3 we describe a program running under Maple for implementing the algorithm discussed in Section 2. In Section 4 we apply the results of Sections 2 and 3 to classification of -adic 6-dimensional filiform Leibniz algebras. The last section contains some discussion.
Solvability of =
Let Q be the field of rational numbers. Every rational number = 0 can be represented in the form = / , where ∈ Z, is a positive integer, ( ) = 1, ( ) = 1 (here ( ) = 1 means that and are coprime) and is a fixed prime number. The -adic norm of is given by
This norm satisfies the so-called strong triangle inequality
The completion of Q with respect to the -adic norm defines the -adic field which is denoted by Q . Any -adic number = 0 can be uniquely represented in the canonical form
where γ = γ( ) ∈ Z and are integers, 0 ≤ ≤ − 1, 0 > 0, = 0 1 2 , for more details see [15, 26, 27] . In this case | | = −γ( ) .
In this section we consider the equation = in Q , where is a fixed prime number, ∈ N, and 0 = ∈ Q with the canonical form = γ(
Solvability of the equation depends on the parameters . The following results are known.
Theorem 2.1 ([15, 27]).
The equation 2 = has a solution ∈ Q if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
Let η be a unity (i.e. |η| = 1) which is not a square of any -adic number.
Corollary 2.2 ([27]).
(a) For = 2 the numbers ε 1 = η, ε 2 = , ε 3 = η are not squares of any -adic numbers. (b) For = 2, any -adic number can be represented in one of the following four forms: = ε 2 , where ∈ Q and ε ∈ {1 η η}.
(c) Every dyadic number can be represented in one of the following eight forms: = ε 2 , where ∈ Q 2 and ε ∈ {1 2 3 5 6 7 10 14}.
The following theorem gives a generalization of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.3 ([5]).

Corollary 2.4 ([5]).
(a) Let be a prime number such that < and η be a unity that is a -th power of no -adic number. Then η , = 0 1 − 1, + = 0, is a -th power of no -adic number.
(b) Let be a prime number such that < = + 1 for some ∈ N and η be a unity that is a -th power of no -adic number. Then any -adic number can be represented in the form = ε , where ε ∈ { η :
(c) Let be a prime number such that < = + 1 for any ∈ N. Then any -adic number can be represented in the form = ε , where ε ∈ { : = 0 1 − 1} and ∈ Q .
In the case = the solvability condition is given by the following 
Moreover, the solution can be uniquely obtained from the equations 
Corollary 2.6 ([5]).
Let be a prime number.
and the products εδ are -th powers of no -adic number.
(b) Any -adic number can be represented in the form = εδ for some ε ∈ E 1 , δ ∈ E 2 and ∈ Q .
In [5] , we have shown the following: ). Moreover, 0 = 0 and γ( ) = γ( ) . Now, assuming that is already found, we consider the equation = , which by Theorem 2.3 has a solution if and only if | γ( )and 0 is an -residue mod . In this case we have γ( ) = γ( ).
Note that the above mentioned results are sufficient to check solvability of = for any ∈ N. Indeed, the remaining case is = with some ∈ N, ( ) = 1. Denoting = , we get = which is the equation considered above. Assume for the last equation the solvability condition is satisfied and its solution is = . Then we have to solve = .
Here we denote = = which again can be reduced to the previous equation. Iterating the last argument − 1 times we obtain the equation = for some . Consequently, by this argument we establish the solvability condition of the equation = which will be a system of conditions of solvability of equations considered above.
In some particular cases we get the following.
Proposition 2.8.
(a) 6 = has a solution in Q 2 if and only if 6 | γ( ) and (d) 3 = has a solution in Q if and only if 3 | γ( ) and 2 = has a solution in Q 2 if and only if 2 | γ( ) and 1 = = +1 = 0.
Proof. One can easily check that for solvability of = , the condition | γ( ) is necessary for any ∈ N.
(a) This directly follows from Theorem 2.7.
(b) Using Theorem 2.7 we get 0 is a ( − 1)-residue mod which is possible only if 0 = 1. Then from 0 ≡ 0 + 1 (mod 2 ) we get 1 = 0.
(c) Denote = . Then by Theorem 2.5, which provides solvability of the equation = , we get 0 = 0 , 1 = 2 , 0 ≡ 0 + 1 (mod 2 ) and for = we have 0 = 0 , 
By assumption, the equation 
Remark 2.10.
From the results mentioned in this section it follows that for a given ∈ N any ∈ Q has the form = ε , where ∈ Q and ε varies in a finite set which depends on and ; we denote this set by E . We have
where η is a unity that is a square of no -adic number.
where ζ is a unity that is a cube of no -adic number.
where ξ is a unity that is a 5-th power of no -adic number.
where η is a unity that is a square of no -adic number and µ is a unity that is a cube of no -adic number.
Computer program
In this section we describe a program running under Maple for implementing the algorithm (1) A criterion of solvability for the equation 4 = is (i) 4 divides γ( ),
A classification of -adic 6-dimensional filiform Leibniz algebras
In this section we apply the results of previous sections. We use the classification of 6-dimensional complex filiform complex Leibniz algebras [1] and we omit the cases where complex and -adic considerations lead to the same algebras. Thus, we indicate the cases where equations in complex and -adic numbers are solved in different manner.
Let L be a Leibniz algebra and L the lower central series, ≥ 1, defined as follows:
Definition 4.1.
A Leibniz algebra L is said to be filiform if dim L = − , where = dim L and 2 ≤ ≤ . 6 } is a basis of the algebra and omitted products are equal to zero.
We denote by
the algebras from the classes I, II and III, respectively. Below, we consider the class III (which contains Lie algebras), since several equations considered in the previous section (namely, the solutions of which are different in complex and -adic numbers) appear there. Moreover, in this class only the equations of the form = appear, where is a product of prime numbers.
Let us take the general transformation of the generator basis elements of the algebra L 3 (θ 1 θ 2 θ 3 α β δ) of the class III in the following form: 
The next step in the classification is an analysis of all possible cases. Below, we consider only cases in which there appears a difference between complex and -adic solutions of the equations. 1. δ = α = β = θ 3 = 0, θ 2 = 0. The above equalities have the form θ
Putting A 1 = and A 2 = −θ 1 /ε 2 we obtain θ 2 = ε, θ 1 = 0, and so we get the algebra L 3 (0 ε 0 0 0 0), ε ∈ E 3 . where α β ∈ Q .
Discussion
Modern science is based on mathematical analysis over real and complex numbers. As it has turned out, for exploring complex hierarchical systems it is sometimes more fruitful to use analysis over -adic numbers. They are widely used in mathematics: number theory, algebraic geometry, representation theory, algebraic and arithmetic dynamics, cryptography and many others, see [6] and references therein.
The equation = naturally arises in above mentioned fields, particularly in mathematical physics, see [16] . Hence our results on -adic solutions of = could be useful. In our next paper devoted to -adic Gibbs measures we shall apply the criterion of solvability of the equation = .
For physical motivation of Leibniz algebras see for example [8, 11, 13] . Largely because of their importance to string theory, quantum field theory, and other branches of fundamental research in mathematical physics, noncommutative analogs of many classical constructions have received much attention in the past few years.
In [7] the notion of -adic ring by a complete analogy of that of real ring is introduced. Using this new notion the concept of -adic ideal and of -adic radical of an ideal to any commutative ring with unit is generalized. In [20] some finiteness theorems in K -theory of orders in -adic algebras are proved.
We believe that -adic algebras are relevant to a number of problems. In particular, we believe it can be used as a basis for a noncommutative extension of some -adic integrable systems [26, 27] .
